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1. (a) Define the following terms:

i. a group:

ii. a subgroup of a group;

iii. cyclic group.

(b) Let H be a non - empty subset of a. group G
/ G ifand only tf, ch-l € H,Ya,b e H.
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Prove thatjl/ is a subgroup of

2. (u)

(b)

(")

(d)

(c) Let 11 be any subgroup of a group G and a,b e G. Prove that

Ha:.I1b if and only if ab-I e H.

(d) Let If and K be subgroups of a group G. Prove lhat H K is a subgroup of G

if and only if HK : KH.

State and prove the Lagrange's theorem for a finite gror,rp.

Let G be a group and let 11 and K be two subgroups of G such that I H l: IZ

and I K l: 5. Prove that F1 n K : {e}.

Let G be afinite group and o € G. Prove that O(a)lO(C).

Let G be a finite group of order n. Prove that a" - e,Ya e G.



3. (a) State the frrst isomorphism theorem.

Let G be a group and 11 < G, K.i G and K C H. prove the following;

i" K<H;
1i. H/K <ClK;
.:. G/Krrr. , ^GlH.H/K

(b) Write down the class equation of a finite group G,
Let G be a group of order p', where p is a prime number and n is a positive
integer. prove the following:

i. Z(G) is non - trivial;

ii. if n : 2, then the group G is abelian.

(State any result that you may use)

4. (a) Define commutator subgroup G, of. agroup G.

Prove the following: i

i. G is abelian if and only. if G, : {e}; : s

li. G, <G. ,i

(b) t"t 1{ and K be subgroups of afinite group G such that H)K:{e}. prove
that O(HK) : O(H) o O(K), where O(HK), O(H) und O(& are order of
HK,H andK respectively. 'i'

(c) Prcfve that l/ is a normar subgroup of a group G if and only if
gNs-t - ly', yg e G.

(d) Let l/ be a normal subgroup of a group G. prove that .n/_I/ : HN,where fl
is any subset of G.

5. Prove or disprove the following:

(a) If all non-trivial subgroups of a group G are cycric, then G is cyclic.

(b) Every abelian group is cyclic.

(c) The homomorphic image of an abelian group is abelian.

(d) If 11 and K are two subgroups of a group G, then H u K is a subgroup of G.



6. (a) Define rn" folto*ing terms as applied to a permutation group:

i. cycle of order r;

ii. transposition.

iii. signature;

(b) Prove that the permutation group on n symbols S, is a finite grolrp of order

I
n,t .

is ,S, abelian for n > 27 Justify your answer.

(c) Express the permutation o in ,5e as a product of disjoint cycles, where

/\1123456789\o: I l.
\r7268534s1\' -/
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